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What is called Ã¢â‚¬Å“affirmative actionÃ¢â‚¬Â• is one of the greatest of contemporary hoaxes.

First passed off as compensation for discrimination, then as a means to achieve

Ã¢â‚¬Å“diversity,Ã¢â‚¬Â• it is nothing less than official, government-mandated discrimination

against whites.Professor Steven Farron of Witwatersrand University in South Africa, has written the

definitive account of this pernicious policy, which whites have chosen to impose on themselves.

Drawing on extensive academic experience and exhaustive research, he has written a uniquely

undeceived and devastating analysis that will leave neither partisan nor critic unmoved.
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The second best book on Affirmative Action is "Collision Course" by Hugh Davis Graham.This book

is not well categorized under "search books by subject." Here are subjects used in other books

about Affirmative Action:Affirmative action programsAffirmative action programs in

educationAffirmative action programs - Law and legislation - United StatesAffirmative action



programs - United States

I bought this book a year ago when I found out that affirmative action was going to be one of the

topics to be discussed in an English class that I was taking. This book is the ultimate reference point

for building up an argument against affirmative action and figuring out what statistics to throw in

along with it. Highly informative not just on the history of affirmative action in the United States, this

book also includes many factual tidbits relevant to understanding the more abstract and technical

arguments against affirmative action as well.

This book was recommended to me by a friend. I was very skeptical of the title and what the

contents were likely to be. However, after reading a few pages, I could not put the book down. This

book contradicts everything I was force-fed and believed in my journey through the US educational

system, but it validates all that I have experienced since I entered the workplace, regarding the

relative innate intelligence of the groups discussed in the book. Empirically, we know there are

differences among the races. We see it in our daily lives. Government policy and the educational

system demand that we deny the obvious, but Dr. Farron's book exposes the lies with fact after fact

after fact. This book will reassure you that what you see is true. The damaging steps that have been

taken to mask this reality will outrage you.

Steven Farron sets out to comprehensively document how affirmative action has changed and

distorted our society from college admission, college grading, job applications, and job performance.

His style is very readable and not at all pedantic. I started the book and couldn't put it down until it

was finished. The subject is divided into various chapters, each relating to another form of

affirmative action as applied by our federal and academic bureaucracies. The result is a thorough

and informative recount of how affirmative action has changed the structure of our society, for good

or evil. Farron is obviously on the side of less affirmative action but he gives his reasons for this

stance and relates the price we all pay for our progressive social policies. Mr. Farron's style is

straight forward and easy to comprehend. Although he has done significant research into the

numbers related to affirmative action the reader never gets inundated with cold facts.His arguments

are succinct and to the point, never verbose and obscure. I thoroughly enjoyed the bookAnd will use

it as a road map as I navigate our new society.

it's all about discrimination..... of white people caused bij the 'political correct' liberal white people



AND all the blacks who are shouting "discrimination" when they want something done.For almost 50

years affirmative action is proof that it's not working. Learn about all the mistakes taken and covered

up for everybody.It's frightening to read what they are hiding for us!

This book is right on the truth. Proves every accusation. Not PC, but tells the truth. Everyone should

read it. It points out that we now have, not only affirmative action in admissions, but also in grading,

and graduation in colleges. Also, shows have tests have been dumbed down so groups that didn't

pass the previous tests in high enough numbers could pass. Also discusses the effects on the work

place because of not hiring the most qualified people for the job. All of affirmative action is based on

the false notion that every group of people have the same abilities and intelligence. Start out with

false premises and you get bad and false solutions to problems, just like "No Child Left Behind".

Anyone with any sense should know that you can't make everybody reach the same level, else we

could all be rocket scientists. I highly recommend this book.

Just like White Guilt, White Privilege, etc., Affirmative Action is racist towards White people and

definitely a hoax. Liberals have destroyed America!

Loaded with stats, this book tells you exactly why the country is going down the drain. You will look

at "diversity" in a new way.
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